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QUESTION 1

Lorenzo, a security professional in an MNC, was instructed to establish centralized authentication, authorization, and
accounting for remote-access servers. For this purpose, he implemented a protocol that is based on the client-server
model and works at the transport layer of the OSI model. 

Identify the remote authentication protocol employed by Lorenzo in the above scenario. 

A. SNMPv3 

B. RADIUS 

C. POP3S 

D. IMAPS 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Anderson, a security engineer, was Instructed to monitor all incoming and outgoing traffic on the organization\\'s
network to identify any suspicious traffic. For this purpose, he employed an analysis technique using which he analyzed
packet header fields such as IP options, IP protocols, IP fragmentation flags, offset, and identification to check whether
any fields are altered in transit. 

Identify the type of attack signature analysis performed by Anderson in the above scenario. 

A. Context-based signature analysis 

B. Atomic-signature-based analysis 

C. Composite-signature-based analysis 

D. Content-based signature analysis 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Bob was recently hired by a medical company after it experienced a major cyber security breach. Many patients are
complaining that their personal medical records are fully exposed on the Internet and someone can find them with a
simple Google search. Bob\\'s boss is very worried because of regulations that protect those data. Which of the
following regulations is mostly violated? 

A. HIPPA/PHl 

B. Pll 

C. PCIDSS 

D. ISO 2002 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Rickson, a security professional at an organization, was instructed to establish short-range communication between
devices within a range of 10 cm. For this purpose, he used a mobile connection method that employs electromagnetic
induction to enable communication between devices. The mobile connection method selected by Rickson can also read
RFID tags and establish Bluetooth connections with nearby devices to exchange information such as images and
contact lists. 

Which of the following mobile connection methods has Rickson used in above scenario? 

A. NFC 

B. Satcom 

C. Cellular communication 

D. ANT 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Kason, a forensic officer, was appointed to investigate a case where a threat actor has bullied certain children online.
Before proceeding legally with the case, Kason has documented all the supporting documents, including source of the
evidence and its relevance to the case, before presenting it in front of the jury. 

Which of the following rules of evidence was discussed in the above scenario? 

A. Authentic 

B. Understandable 

C. Reliable 

D. Admissible 

Correct Answer: D 
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